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Celebrity Cruises 
breathtaking new 
luxury ship Celebrity 
Beyond features 
the Magic Carpet 
— a cantilevered 
floating platform 
that reaches heights 
of 13 storeys above 
sea level.
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behind the sCenes

BeyondExpectations
MidwAy through the newly christened 
Celebrity beyond’s first day at sea, somewhere 
between point of origin southampton, england 
and la rochelle, France, Captain kate McCue, the 
first American female cruise ship captain, makes 
her inaugural announcement to the passengers of 
this maiden voyage. she starts by explaining that 
the beyond should be referred to as a “ship” rather 
than a “boat.” And the distinction is not just about 
size and scale, but also how the complex inner 
workings need to work in unison to ensure the  
16-deck city-at-sea runs smoothly.

 by eLYSe gLiCkMan
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The same can be said for the Celebrity Beyond’s 32 food 
venues along with the expansive galleys and kitchens. It’s 
not enough for various dishes to be edible and nicely 
presented, given that many passengers who sail with 
Celebrity (particularly those staying on the The Retreat® 
and AquaClass premium decks) are experienced world 
travellers with high expectations. Supplying the ship with 
everything needed to satisfy different cravings, in dishes 
that match up with the destinations on the itinerary, is 
critical to the experience… and by extension, the reputation 
of the cruise line.

Vice President of Food and Beverage Cornelius 
Gallagher, a Michelin-starred chef who sharpened his skills 
under Daniel Boulud (who made waves when partnering 
with Celebrity Cruise in 2019), is not just overseeing a staff 
of 7,000 fleet-wide but also the machinery that fills the 
galleys and restaurants — including computers that keep 
track of the consumption of foodstuffs ranging from top 
shelf spirits, produce and dairy products to herbs and 
sweetener packets. On the Celebrity Beyond, however, 
McCue stresses that the managers, servers and bar staff 

photoS thiS Spread froM top Left Chef 
garcia in Bilbao Market; Chef 
garcia’s favourite bacalao shop 
in Bilbao; Charcuterie shop in 
Bilbao; Chef Fernan shopping 
in Malaga; Chef garcia’s 
charcuterie boards; Celebrity 
Beyond’s Sunset Bar.

…The biggest challenge involved in bringing 
terrestrial restaurant quality to the high seas is the 

procurement of ingredients…
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bring the human element that makes dining in the floating city feel 
so welcoming, while executive chefs and sous chefs are dedicated to 
setting the standards in terms of food quality and a personal touch 
that runs from the back of the house to the front.

If you are lucky enough to snag a spot on one of the ship’s 
coveted Chef’s Market Tours, you’re getting lesson about the port-
of-call through its food culture from somebody who both knows it 
and lives it on a daily basis. While a personable local tour guide 
provides essential historic details with great enthusiasm, much of 
the morning is spent observing what makes the chef tick beyond the 
confines of the ship as the group treks through markets learning 
about and sampling regional delicacies. Back on board at dinner 
hour, the chef leads a behind-the-scenes walkaround of the kitchen 
serving premium restaurant Eden, main restaurants Cyprus and 
Cosmopolitan, and the ship’s bakery. Following this, participants 
savour an exceptional dinner crafted with ingredients purchased at 
the markets. 

Culinary Fleet Food & Beverage Director Rafael “Tato” Garcia, 
who led the Bilbao tour, and Celebrity Apex Executive Chef 
Armando Fernan, who squired us through Malaga’s markets and 
streets, put a personal stamp on their respective tours, interacting 
with specialty vendors and clarifying what Spanish foods were not 
native to the location. The Bilbao tour culminated at UMAMIE (a 

serves 1

Espresso Martini
a SignaTure drink from Le voyage, celebrity Beyond 

ketel one vodka 60 ml

kahlúa Coffee liqueur 15 ml

espresso 30 ml, freshly brewed

simple syrup 15 ml

Coffee beans for garnish

1 Combine ingredients in cocktail shaker.

2 shake, double strain and pour into a chilled Martini glass.

3 top with one or two coffee beans.
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froM top Left Seating area 
in Celebrity Beyond’s 
Rooftop garden; touring 
the Malaga Market; Spa 
Cafe breakfast; a dining 
booth in le voyage.
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blanched english peas 8 ml

blanched english peas 8 ml
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original recipes to fit Boulud’s travel-themed concept, and to 
translate a singular restaurant premise to something that will work 
at sea anywhere in the world.

“Sometimes the process takes a week, while another may require 
a month as we need to ensure every galley and food area and their 
staff are up to Celebrity quality standards,” Fernan says. 
“Sometimes I will be at the headquarters in Miami for a week 
developing new recipes with other key chefs... all to ensure that 
there’s the consistency our passengers are expecting.”

Even with long hours training with Boulud at his New York City 
headquarters to ensure every aspect of the Le Voyage experience 
would be perfectly executed, Fernan found the process personally 
fulfilling, as it forced him to push some of his own boundaries as a 
chef and a customer. “I appreciate the story behind Le Voyage, 

sustainability-focused ready meal service and cooking 
workshop venue) with a pintxos (Bilbao-style tapas) class, 
while the Malaga exploration ended with an epic tapas and 
wine pairing lunch at Los Patios de Beatas. 

Along the trail, the chefs also shared useful cooking tips 
and anecdotes about how past experiences inform how 
they do what they do for the “Edge” fleet. 

“I worked in hotels, as well as two- and three- Michelin 
star restaurants in my 20s, and in catering before applying 
those skills when opening my own restaurant in Malaga in 
2006,” recalls Garcia, now an 11-year veteran with Celebrity 
who opened six ships one after the other in recent years. 

“I was close to getting my first Michelin star when the 
economic crisis at the end of the 2000s forced me to close 
it. I looked into opportunities in the United States, Morocco, 
Shanghai, the Middle East.  When somebody suggested 
working (with) a high-end cruise line, I did a lot of online 
research to locate those known for high-level restaurants, 
fancy dishes and travellers who were particular about their 
food. Once I knew Celebrity filled the bill, I went back and 
studied 20 years of records documenting how many times 
key (culinary personnel) were promoted and how long 
they stayed in their positions.”

With 32 restaurants and the estimated 7,000 employees 
in the food space across the fleet to consider, Garcia still 
approaches his work as he did with his own restaurant, but 
then takes it to a much larger scale. While ensuring 
continuity can be daunting, he believes developing recipes 
from scratch (mostly at Celebrity’s Miami headquarters) 
and applying a little trial and error ensures smooth, 
consistent and delicious results.  

“If I am asked to make a sauce, I start with the basics” 
he says, his discourse drawing attention to his tattoos, all 
relating to his chosen vocation. “I take notes when 
measuring different ingredients by grams with a scale. I 
close myself in the kitchen with another person to help me, 
and for about two months, I start working. For this  
ship, I developed 200 recipes, including 60 for pastry and 
baked goods and 130 for the rest of the dishes for the 
various restaurants.”

After recipes are perfected, Chef Tato will create a 
“bible” that includes pictures depicting each step of the 
recipe, from prep to presentation. “When I turn the recipes 
over to my guys, they now have the proper tools — 
ingredient lists, methods, and plating directions — to make 
the dish exactly as I intend. This is important, as there can 
be as many as four or five recipes within one dish, 
including the sauce, garnish, and preparation of the 
protein. The way I measure things can be multiplied for the 
number of dishes we require for a certain situation.”

Chef Fernan, who grew up in Veracruz State, Mexico, 
also built his resume in top tier restaurants around the 
globe before joining Celebrity four years ago. These jobs 
served him well, as he was selected to be part of the team 
that brought the anticipated Le Voyage to life. He and 
another chef worked closely with Boulud to develop 

serves 1

The Pea
uP your mixology game with this gorgeous craft cocktail from 
eden, celebrity Beyond. aquafaba is the liquid drained from a 
can of chickpeas. 

hendrick’s gin 15 ml

basil syrup 15 ml

amontillado sherry 
15 ml

fresh lime Juice 
15 ml

1 Combine the cocktail ingredients in a blender.

2 strain the mix for smoothness and shake again.

3 pour into a coupe glass.

4 on the foamy top layer, arrange the peas (on a toothpick or small 
skewer), olive oil drops and basil leaf.

extra virgin olive 
oil 1 tsp

aquafaba  
15 ml

blanched english 
peas 8 ml

Garnish
english peas 5–7

extra virgin olive 
oil 2-3 drops

basil leaf 1
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where the menu is based on Chef Boulud’s travels 
around the world, from Brazil to the US and Asia,” 
Fernan says. “I even enjoyed the spicy salmon tartare, 
even though I don’t typically like salmon because of 
bad memories of my mother feeding me fish oil as a 
kid. When I tried it, I thought, ‘Wow, I could order this!’” 

Garcia and Fernan both observe that the biggest 
challenge involved in bringing terrestrial restaurant 
quality to the high seas is the procurement of 
ingredients. “On the ship, the volume (of food required) 
is massive, and you have to rely on (purveyors) you’ve 
contracted and be sure that you’re securing what you 
need to create a lot of those high quality dishes while 
keeping those purveyors happy,” explains Garcia. “You 
have to be able to adapt… especially as you are in so 
many places for a short period of time. For example, 
you can find a wonderful tomato in an Italian market 
that works perfectly with a given recipe, but in the 
Caribbean market, you may not be able to find 
tomatoes of the same quality. You can’t take anything 
for granted, and you have to develop your palate so you 
can run with the right adaptation.”

There are other activities on days-at-sea aboard the 
Celebrity Beyond designed to excite home cooks and 
mixologists. On the maiden voyage, Chef Nicolas 
Bejarano led a paella-making demonstration in Eden’s 
open concept kitchen. He instructed attendees how to 
make the perfect sofrito (“tomatoes and onions 
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Salad; Ceiling 
murals in Bilbao; 
Chef garcia’s 
pinxtos; Eden 
by day; Eden 
kitchen prep. 
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reduced to a marmalade texture”) and how to use it in three very 
different recipes (classic, “soupy rice” and black rice paella). 
Cocktail crafting instruction and spirits tastings were staged at 
the World Class Bar and Craft Social Bar during the day. 

Exploring the culinary offerings on board can yield many 
unexpected delights. Eden emerges as the most-Instagrammed 
bar with its visually arresting cocktails, decor and cabaret shows. 
The Sunset Bar features excellent Middle Eastern-inspired snacks 
and cocktails along with a Moroccan ambiance fashioned by 
designer Nate Berkus. The Rooftop Garden, Resort Deck and 
recently introduced Magic Carpet impress thanks to architect 
Tom Wright’s gravity-defying, airy structures. 

Restaurants Cypress, Normandie, Cosmopolitan and Tuscan 
replace a cavernous main dining room experience with a more 
intimate setting and decor. Each one has a “specialties” menu of 
three appetizers and three main courses, and several of these are 
on a par with offerings at the for-charge premium restaurants. In 
addition to Le Voyage and Eden, Raw (concentrating on sushi 
and seafood) is a top pick amongst other passengers I chatted 
with. I found myself also appreciating the little things, including 
the ability to swap the usual heavy shipboard breakfast for a 

much upgraded version of my everyday breakfast — a post-
workout juice or smoothie from the Spa Cafe and a heavenly 
Lavazza-based coffee drink from Café al Bacio. 

Whatever floats your boat, you’ll find it here. And there are 
chefs dedicated to delivering on that promise. 

serves 6

Roasted Pumpkin Salad
A recipe from Tuscan restaurant, celebrity Beyond.

Salad

1 plaCe the arugula into a large bowl and toss with the balsamic 
dressing. Portion onto 6 salad plates. Top each salad with half a burrata 
ball, two pumpkin chunks, and two croutons.

2 finish with pistachios, sage leaves and balsamic reduction.

1 preheat the oven to 220°C.

2 in a large bowl, toss the pumpkin with the remaining 
ingredients then transfer to a sheet pan in a single 
layer. Roast for 16 minutes or until tender, then allow to 
cool to room temperature. 

1 plaCe the vinegar, mustard, salt and pepper in a large 
bowl. Slowly stream in the olive oil, whisking until the 
dressing is well emulsified.

1 in a small sauce pan, bring the vinegar and sugar to a boil 
then lower the heat and simmer, stirring, until the mixture 
starts to thicken then remove from the heat. As the 
reduction cools down, it will thicken further. 

celebrity cruises 
www.celebritycruises.com/cruise-ships/
celebrity-beyond

uMaMie
www.umamiebilbao.com

los Patios de beatas 
www.lospatiosdebeatas.com

elyse GlickmaN is a freelance writer based in  
los Angeles.

Balsamic Dressing

Balsamic Reduction 

baby arugula 115 g

balsamic dressing 1 ½ cups 
(recipe below)

burrata 3 x 150 g balls 

roasted pumpkin 12 chunks 
(recipe right)

Roasted Pumpkin
pumpkin  
625 g, peeled, seeded, cut 
into 2” chunks

Cinnamon powder ¼ tsp

Cumin powder ¼ tsp

maple syrup 1 Tbs

thyme leaves ½ Tbs 

garlic 1 small clove, micro-
plane grated

extra virgin olive oil 2 Tbs

salt and freshly ground 
black pepper to taste

balsamic vinegar ¼ cup

extra virgin olive oil  
½ cup

dijon mustard 2 Tbs

salt and freshly ground 
black pepper to taste

aged balsamic vinegar ¼ cup 

large focaccia Croutons 12, toasted

pistachios toasted, coarsely chopped,  
6 Tbs

sage leaves 18, fried & crumbled 

aged balsamic reduction  
3 Tbs (recipe right)

sugar 1 Tbs
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